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design with
EMOTION,

connect with 
CUSTOMERS. 

When you work with HiiVE, we create 
space with emotional connection that will 
compel customers to buy your product or 

service.  We assist you to make your brand 
memorable and motivate people to share it 

with others.

Design with emotion can help you speak 
more deeply to your customers and build a 
lasting connection with them. It also allows 

people to experience what you value 
and supports you to achieve your goals 

through the power of design.

How does your design inspire
action with your customers?
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The new standard for lifestyle. As unique 
and memorable as you are. 

Anything but common, our properties will inspire you. 

Hyde Resorts, Hotels & Residences give life to original 

spaces that you never imagined you could stay, play or 

dine in. Striking the perfect balance between powerful 

innovation and functional timelessness. 

You might find yourself wishing you could live here. 

In fact, you can.

BRAND
VISION

05

VISION

Expertise | Practice Areas
Hospitality
Beauty & Wellness 
Food & Beverage
Retail
Branding & Graphics
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Capabilities | Services   

Strategy

Branding

Hospitality

Graphics

Interiors

Food Service

Insight/Alignment Workshop
Market Research
Business Landscape
SWOT Analysis
Competitive Analysis Target
Audience Insights

Collateral Design
Packaging
Environmental Graphics
Wayfinding
Signage
Art Direction

Concept
Menu Development
Beverage Development
Recipe Design
Food Cost Analysis
Operations Consultation
Standards Development
Service Manual Development
Interior Roll-out Guidelines

Experience Design
Master Planning
Concept Design
Schematic Design
Design Development
Construction Documentation
Construction Administration
Furniture Design
Lighting Design
Product Design

Brand Positioning
Naming
Brand Identity
Brand Guidelines
Copywriting

Kitchen Design
Equipment Specification
Equipment Procurement
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cachet corazón deluxe tower, new construction

CLIENT: cachet hotel group
LOCATION: cabo san lucas, mexico
PROJECT: cachet deluxe hotel interiors
ROLE: interior designer

the heart of cabo
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guestroom
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new energy in an old icon
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SLS hotel & casino las vegas

CLIENT: sbe
LOCATION: las vegas, nevada
PROJECT: SLS hotel & casino las vegas
ROLE: master planning / interior architecture / architect of record
* project completed at gensler & sbe

new energy in an old icon
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VIP lounge @ SLS hotel & casino las vegas
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monkey bar (lobby lounge) @ SLS hotel & casino las vegas
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foxtail pool @ SLS hotel & casino las vegas
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casino @ SLS hotel & casino las vegas
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reflections on beauty
sls salon las vegas

CLIENT: sbe
PROJECT: salon @ sls las vegas
ROLE: interior designer

2014
Hospy Award
Best Spa
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giving new meaning
to high-end

aria sky villas, citycenter

CLIENT: MGM mirage design group
LOCATION: las vegas, nevada
PROJECT: aria sky villas
ROLE: team leader
* project completed at gensler
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2011
AIA Las Vegas
Unbuilt 
Citation Award
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the cromwell

CLIENT: caesars entertainment
LOCATION: las vegas, nevada
PROJECT: the cromwell competition
ROLE: design director + designer
* project completed at gensler
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it’s our process that defines our work.
it’s our clients that inform our process.

Soul Searching. 
Every project is as unique as you are. Our design 

philosophy helps you connect to the soul of your business. 
We support you in finding the right functional solution and 
design aesthetic that will make your project individualized 

and aligned with your values, culture and business 
objectives.

Design Led by Insight.
Our process begins and ends with learning to help you 
achieve a custom solution. We want to recognize what 

motivates your customer, how you are unique, and what 
you want to accomplish. These insights become the 

foundation for you to create your design solution.

It’s all 
about 
YOU.
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CLIENT: the plaza hotel & casino
LOCATION: las vegas, nevada (downtown)
PROJECT: beer garden
ROLE: interior designer, collaboration with architects
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retro:future beer garden
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CLIENT: lev restaurant group
LOCATION: las vegas, nevada (the strip)
PROJECT: jaburritos sushi burritos @ linq
ROLE: interior designer, collaboration with atlas architects

a little bit mexican, 
        a little bit japanese
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katsuya @ SLS hotel & casino las vegas
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SLS hotel & casino las vegas

CLIENT: sbe
LOCATION: las vegas, nevada
PROJECT: SLS hotel & casino las vegas
ROLE: master planning / interior architecture / architect of record
* project completed at gensler & sbe

new energy in an old icon
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ku noodles @ SLS hotel & casino las vegas
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cleo @ SLS hotel & casino las vegas
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800 degrees pizza @ SLS hotel & casino las vegas
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the griddle cafe @ SLS hotel & casino las vegas
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umami burger/beer garden@ SLS hotel & casino las vegas
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Tiina’s innate understanding of balanced yet dynamic design composition propels 
Hiive Creative to the forefront of sought after design firms. Working through 
various challenges of existing infrastructure and budget constraints, Hiive Creative 
provided seamless design solutions on multiple projects, all highly anticipated 
hospitality entertainment venues. Armed with tireless drive and sharp aesthetics, 
Hiive is poised to go far. Can’t wait to tackle additional projects together again!

Penelope Lee (LEED AP)
VP of Design, 
Drai’s Enterprises

Tiina is a rare combination who truly understands the client/operations perspective 
and integrates their feedback on both cost and function, while maintaining the 
integrity of the overall design intent of the space. She is not afraid to push the 
boundaries or her comfort zone or find new ways to achieve the design. Her 
understanding of pattern, color and texture is top-notch. She works tirelessly to 
make sure deadlines are met and there is no slippage in the schedule. Tiina has 
both technical expertise and design excellence. Working with her has been a great 
experience.

David Laris
Chief Creative Officer, 
Cachet Hotel Group

The work Tiina has performed for us for Slice of Vegas at the Shoppes at 
Mandalay Place was fantastic. She worked closely with us throughout the project 
and always displayed a positive approach and “can do attitude”. 
Tiina was an instrumental part of the team and did an exceptional job in 
communicating throughout construction.

Our company would not hesitate to work with Tiina on future projects, I personally 
feel comfortable in recommending her for any project. I know the level of detail and 
hard work produce is exquisite in quality.

Scott Frost
President, 
Titan Brands

I have worked with Tiina on a variety of projects including master plans for several 
of our hotels , developing interior concepts for brand extensions, as well as 
the design for the SLS Las Vegas. Her range of knowledge and talents is very 
impressive. She is always flexible and very dedicated to  ensuring every project is 
of the highest quality. No matter how tight the deadlines are, she always manages 
to create an amazing solution, on time and on budget. She was an essential team 
member in our expansion. Tiina always has a smile on her face and makes  every 
project  enjoyable. 

Robin Paul
Director of Brand & Operations, 
sbe Hotel Group

I first met Tiina when she was given the impossible task of completing the design 
and construction of the Sky Villas at Aria with little money, poor drawings, and very 
little time. She was successful in making sure our top offering was completed as 
close to the original design intent in time for  opening, an almost impossible task. 
Since then, I have come to mentor her and the growth of her firm, HiiVE Creative. I 
am very impressed at how far she has come and expect big things from her firm in 
the future. I am looking forward to working together again soon. 

Joyen Vakil
Sr VP of Design & Development, 
MGM Resorts International

Testimonials
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zappos pop-up shop powered by shopwithme

CLIENT: zappos & shopwithme
LOCATION: las vegas, nevada
PROJECT: zappos pop-up shop powered by shopwithme, 20,000 SF
ROLE: master interior designer

the future of retail
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backcountry

CLIENT: backcountry + shopwithme
LOCATION: park city, utah
PROJECT: airport kiosk + retail concept store
ROLE: interior designer

elevating the retail experience
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Nevada Health Co-Op

CLIENT: nevada health co-op
LOCATION: las vegas, nevada
PROJECT: nevada health co-op interior design
ROLE: interior designer

insurance+retail+hospitality = success
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a new slant on the retail center
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crystals, citycenter

CLIENT: MGM mirage design group
LOCATION: las vegas, nevada
PROJECT: crystals, citycenter
ROLE: executive architect / graphic designer
* project completed at gensler
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The new standard for lifestyle. As unique 
and memorable as you are. 

Anything but common, our properties will inspire you. 

Hyde Resorts, Hotels & Residences give life to original 

spaces that you never imagined you could stay, play or 

dine in. Striking the perfect balance between powerful 

innovation and functional timelessness. 

You might find yourself wishing you could live here. 

In fact, you can.

BRAND
VISION
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Depth of Character. 

Every property within the Hyde collection shares the same DNA, an innate 

personality that uniquely expresses itself in every locale to create a series of utterly 

distinct places all built upon a common core. We have a soul and a conscience, and 

you’ll see it pervades everything we do.  

At the heart of our personality is confidence and originality with an edge, the need 

to always be connected to the rest of the world and laughter, lots of laughter. We’re 

the “It Girl” who never goes out of style. The one that sets the trends and people 

naturally gravitate towards. Adventurous, bold and independent, she is always 

unflinchingly herself, but not afraid of reinvention. 

Fashion, music, art and media feed our flames of curiosity. We live it and breathe it, 

with the most interesting culture of the day incorporated everywhere. You’ll want 

to download our playlists, you’ll find yourself googling the artists in our lobby (or 

maybe running into them at the bar). A quick scan of our restaurant and you’ll 

get the flavor of local fashion, not to mention the cuisine. And all those cultural 

benchmarks inspire the graphics, patterns, colors and moods of our spaces.

Connection fuels the constant evolution of Hyde Hotels. Whether it is providing 

seasonal food offerings, knowing all the must-see events and places in town, 

integrating the latest technology innovations or offering interiors fully engaged 

with the latest in fashion and design, Hyde Hotels will always deliver a guest 

experience ahead of the curve.
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® BRAND
GUIDELINES

defining cool
hyde brand identity

CLIENT: sbe
PROJECT: hyde hotel, resort, residence,
     lounge, beach brand identity

ROLE: graphic designer
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03

an icon in the making
abbey house brand overview

CLIENT: sbe
PROJECT: abbey house brand & look&feel
ROLE: graphic designer
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an icon in the making
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dakota development brand identity
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developing a developer

dakota development brand identity

CLIENT: sbe
PROJECT: dakota development brand identity & overview
ROLEgraphic designer
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the
CREATIVE
collective

HiiVE     |     73

Collaboration is one of our core values and we use it to tap into the collective 
creative mind and bring added insights to your project. Our innovative teaming 

practice allows you to uniquely scale from a collaborative session to quickly 
generate ideas, all the way up to the developing an extensive project from 
discovery through evaluation. Regardless of project scope, we know how 
to utilize the most efficient process to bring you the highest level of design 

innovation and client service.
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78     |     HiiVEAIA Nevada Design Awards 2013
Merit Award Winner
Collaboration Category

bringing  to lightbringing  to lightbringing perception to light
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james turrell ganzfeld - AKHOB -  louis vuitton, crystals citycenter
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unveiling hospitality in transportation

AIA Las Vegas Unbuilt Awards 2011
Honor Award Winner
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unveiling hospitality in transportation
enlightened city airport

CLIENT: prince mohammed bin abdulaziz international airport
LOCATION: madinah al-munawarah, kingdom of saudi arabia
PROJECT: international airport design competition
ROLE: lead designer, interiors focus
* project completed at gensler
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fengtai train station

CLIENT: greater china railway
LOCATION: fengtai providence, beijing, china
PROJECT: railway station interior re-design
ROLE: lead designer
* project completed at gensler

journey into the history of place
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OrderWithMe US Headquarters

CLIENT: orderwithme
LOCATION: las vegas, nevada
PROJECT: orderwithme us headquarters interior design
ROLE: interior designer

a workplace for more than just work
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Tiina Martin, principal

Tiina Martin is an interior and graphic designer from Chicago who 

currently lives and works in Las Vegas. Her reputation in creating 

soul-driven, evocative interiors and compelling brands has allowed 

her to work with clients all over the world, including, MGM 

Resorts International, Louis Vuitton, sbe and Cachet Hotel 

Group, among many others. Years spent with global 

design powerhouse Gensler provided her with a solid 

foundation and now, through 

HiiVE, she continues to help 

clients tell their stories. 

Tiina was one of Boutique 

Design’s Power Players: 

Women Leaders in 

Hospitality in 2016. 
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Project Location Size (sf)

Vdara Pool & Lounge Las Vegas, NV 450,000

Cachet Beach Hotel Cabo San Lucas, MX 2,000,000

Cachet Deluxe Hotel Cabo San Lucas, MX 900,000

Cachet Deluxe Hotel Bangkok, TH 900,000

Hyde Hotels  Concept -

The Goodwich Las Vegas, NV 6,000

Jaburritos Sushi Burritos Las Vegas, NV 350,000

Cabo Beach Restaurant Cabo San Lucas, MX 720,000

Laris Kitchen Cabo San Lucas, MX 1,300,000

Le Shen Cabo San Lucas, MX 800,000

Drai’s Vancouver  Vancouver, CN 1,000,000

Drai’s Beach Club  Cabo San Lucas, MX 450,000

Bar 25 @ Cromwell Las Vegas, NV 2,000,000

Beer Garden @ Plaza Las Vegas, NV 6,000

Zappo’s Pop-Up Shop Las Vegas, NV 350,000

Backcountry Park City, UT 720,000

Nevada Health Co-Op Las Vegas, NV 1,300,000

The Salon @ SLS Las Vegas Las Vegas, NV 800,000

Westside Wellness  Las Vegas, NV 1,000,000

OrderWithMe  Las Vegas, NV 450,000

Faciliteq Las Vegas, NV 2,000,000

sbe Headquarters  Las Vegas, NV 900,000

Dakota Development  Los Angeles, CA 1,850,000

Abbey House Seattle, WA 6,000

r. Hotels Palm Springs, CA 350,000

Boys & Girls Club Oklahoma City, OK 720,000

Selected projectsDesign Philosophy

Awards

License & Certifications

Hospitality Design Award 2014
Best Spa
SLS Salon Las Vegas

AIA Nevada Design Awards 2013*
Merit Award in Collaboration
James Turrell Ganzfeld - AKHOB

NEWH Art of Design Chair Competition 2013
Gallery Choice & Overall 2nd

AIA Las Vegas Unbuilt Awards 2011*
Honor Award for Enlightened City Airport

AIA Las Vegas Unbuilt Awards 2011*
Citation Award for Bill’s Gambling Hall

* awards received with previous firm

WBENC & WOSB, 2017-current
RID, Nevada 2013-current
NCIDQ, 2009-current
LEED AP, 2009-current

“In my 15+ years designing, I have come to 

believe that effective design is the 3-dimensional 

manifestation of who your brand is and what 

your brand stands for. It is an extension of the 

culture you want to create for your employees 

and customers alike; aligning the energy and 

visuals of your space, your collateral, and your 

service with your core values.”



las vegas
(630) 649-8077 

www.hiivecreative.com 

   instagram.com/hiive_creative 
   facebook.com/hiivecreativellc
   twitter.com/HiiVEcreative


